DEAREST ESMERALDA

G - A - D C - D - G
DEAREST ESMERALDA, IN ANOTHER AGE
Em7 - F#m7 G - As - A
ANTQUIES WOULD BE MODERN; WE WOULD BE THE RAGE.
G - A - D C - D - G
SILK WOULD BE IN FASHION, WE WOULD DRESS IN LACE,
Em7 - F#m7 G - As - A
LOVE WOULD BE THE PASSION AND THE SAVING GRACE.
G - G/F# - Em7 - A D - D/C# - D/B - D/A
I SLEPT ONE RAINY NIGHT WITH YOU IN PARIS
G - G/F# - Em7 - A D - D/C# - D/G - D/A
AND MADE UP FOR A THOUSAND WASTED YEARS
G - G/F# - Em7 - A G+A G+A
DEAREST ESMERALDA, YOU ARE MAGIC
G - G/F# - Em7 - A G+A G+A
I CLOSE MY EYES AND YOU MAKE LOVE APPEAR.

G - A - D C - D - G
DANCING IN THE SHIMMER OF A CRYSTAL CHANDELIER
Em7 - F#m7 G - As - A
SHADOWS SINGIN' SO LOW ONLY WE COULD HEAR
G - A - D C - D - G
MOVING TO THE GLIMMER, SHAKING TO THE STORM
Em7 - F#m7 G - As - A
TOP SIDE IT WAS RAGING BUT INSIDE IT WAS WARM
G - G/F# - Em7 - A D - D/C# - D/B - D/A
WE SAID, "GOOD NIGHT" IN THE CANDLE LIGHT OF THUNDER
G - G/F# - Em7 - A D - D/C# - D/B - D/A
NOW I WAKE AND FIND YOU'RE NEVER THERE.
G - G/F# - Em7 - A G+A G+D, C - G, C, F, Em7-A7
HAPPY THAT I'M STILL TOO YOUNG TO CARE.

G - A - D C - D - G
MASTERPIECES CRUMBLE, EMPIRES TUMBLE DOWN
Em7 - F#m7 G - As - A
REFUGEES AND FANTASIES GO UNDERGROUND
G - A - D C - D - G
ROMANCE LASTS FOREVER, LOVE DON'T FADE AWAY
Em7 - F#m7 G - A7s - A7
THEY MAY TAKE OUR FUTURE, BUT THEY CAN'T STOP YESTERDAY
G - G/F# - Em7 - A D - D/C# - D/B - D/A
'CAUSE SOMEWHERE IN THE CLOUDY SKIES OF PARIS
G - G/F# - Em7 - A D - D/C# - D/B - D/A
WE WERE PART OF SOME ARTISTS' DESIGN
G - G/F# - Em7 - A D - D/C# - D/B - D/A
DEAREST ESMERALDA, YOU ARE MAGIC
G - G/F# - Em7 - A D - D/C# - D/B - D/A
IN THE GRAY AROUND ME HOW YOU SHINE.
G - G/F# - Em7 - A D, As - A, D
OH, HOW YOU SHINE.